Abstract-The impact of increasing energy prices on building operation budgets has fueled demand for more energy-efficient structures. Existing building energy simulation tools generate an immense amount of data yet comparatively little knowledge. This paper introduces a framework that allows aggregationbased model reduction to operate on geometric building information models. The resulting aggregation sequence provides designers with faster simulations and affords insight into complex multi-scale thermal interactions. A comparison of the trade-off between simulation speed and accuracy for three hierarchical cluster partitioning methods concludes the discussion.
I. INTRODUCTION
Building energy model order reduction has traditionally been a manual process requiring experience and skill; little progress has been made toward a numerical framework to automate the process. Emerging software tools automate the translation from geometric data to energy models, but the results tend to be high-order with insignificant dynamics or redundant states. To improve their practicality for online estimation and control applications, thermal models must be as compact as possible while capturing the most important dynamics. To this end, the existing manual model reduction process that requires insight must be replaced with an automated one that yields more efficient models and a more informative design process.
Resistor-capacitor (RC) nodal networks have received attention in the literature as a platform for building thermal simulation. Researchers have made progress in optimizing the accuracy of RC network models [1] and have demonstrated their application to on-line simulation and control [2] , [3] . RC networks are especially suited for model reduction: when translated into a weighted graph, an RC network can be reduced in complexity using graph clustering algorithms. In this paper we consider a recursive division framework, described in [4] , in which portions of an RC network are subdivided by weakest thermal coupling. The sequence of divisions, taken in reverse, combines thermally coupled portions of the building to reduce the number of states. Other classes of network reduction algorithms exist but are not discussed here; see [5] for a survey.
In the context of recursive division, the algorithm that chooses the partitions at each step has a tremendous impact on the fidelity of the reduced model. This paper compares three such partitioning methods using a moderately complex building model and demonstrates how hierarchical aggregation makes the model reduction process more intuitive. First, we present a transparent model abstraction process integrated into Sustain, a modeling and simulation framework under development at Cornell University [6] . The software automatically generates a nodal network abstraction from the object-oriented building information model and reduces the complexity of the nodal form by combining thermally coupled states. The aggregation sequence, when mapped back to the original model, reveals the building's thermal structure. The user may choose the trade-off between simulation speed and accuracy by selecting the degree to which the aggregation is applied. Using a moderately complex building model as an example, we conclude with a comparison of the simulation speed and accuracy characteristics of each of the three methods.
II. MODEL ABSTRACTION
The process begins with an object-oriented building information model (BIM). The BIM is the core of the Sustain platform, containing the building's geometry, environment, and material composition data, and can be imported from standard CAD software [6] . Before aggregation can be performed, the BIM must be converted to a form amenable to numerical analysis, in our case a resistor-capacitor network. Through the conversion the abstraction layer maintains links between RC network nodes and corresponding features in the geometric model, thus allowing aggregation results to be applied to the original model. The abstraction is completely transparent to the user.
A. Generating the RC Network 1) Assigning Interior Air Volume Capacitances:
The geometric model contains two types of objects: thermal zones
Thermal conductivity Table I  LAYER PROPERTIES USED TO CONSTRUCT RC CIRCUIT. (rooms) and wall surfaces. The RC network represents each room as a single capacitor. The capacitance follows directly from the room volume and the specific heat of air:
2) Wall, Floor, and Ceiling Sub-circuits: Although modeled as a flat polygon, a wall object may include any stack of material layers of various thicknesses. The material properties in Table I yield the total resistance and heat capacity per layer according to the following relations. (The area A is inherited from the polygon.)
The distributed nature of the resistance and capacitance in real materials (Fig. 1a) means that the RC network must be a lumped approximation. The optimal configuration has been shown to depend on the simulation conditions [1] , but we have chosen a two-capacitor approximation to limit model complexity (b). Only conduction perpendicular to surfaces is modeled; lateral and edge conduction are not included. The connection of multiple layers yields a resistor-capacitor chain whose end capacitors are mapped to surface objects in the BIM (c).
3) Termination of the Walls to Air Volumes: Each wall circuit must be terminated to a zone air volume or to the outdoor environment. An interior wall consists of two surface objects with common vertices, each surface facing a different room and exchanging heat with its corresponding air. An exterior wall has only one surface object that contacts either outside air or the ground. Convection from walls to interior air volumes and to outdoor air is approximated with
where h depends on surface roughness and orientation, matches EnergyPlus coefficients for no-wind conditions, and includes radiant exchange with the sky for exterior surfaces [7] . Because the RC network is time-invariant, coefficients are selected at the time of synthesis, whereas EnergyPlus changes coefficients on-the-fly based on conditions; thus differences arise between RC and EnergyPlus simulations. Interior radiant exchange is not included but could be linearized into the model using computed view factors. For surfaces touching the ground, heat conduction is estimated with the relation 
Given two capacitors C i and C j , the electrical admittance connecting them is R −1 ij . The conductance matrix is then
from which the state transition matrix A = diag(C) −1 G follows. The stochastic discrete time transition rate matrix P = e Aτ is used for simulation. (In [4] , τ is a small fixed time. We instead choose τ dynamically based on the dominant mode of A to improve accuracy.) A symmetric form of P is used for clustering. Choosing U = diag(C) 1/2 , we apply a similarity transformation to A to construct a symmetric matrix with the same eigenvalues: Converting to discrete time yields the following symmetric matrix with the same eigenvalues as P :
where the result has been averaged with its own transpose to minimize asymmetry due to rounding.P ij =P ji is proportional to the coupling between C i and C j ; thusP can be considered an affinity matrix.
B. RC Network Validation
We check the validity of the automatically generated RC network by comparing its simulation output data to an EnergyPlus simulation of the original BIM. The goal is to demonstrate that the automatically generated network plausibly approximates the dominant thermal processes of the building. The simulator forces the exterior states using the weather data at each iteration:
where T outdoor (k) and T ground (k) come from an EnergyPlus weather file. Alternatively, it is straightforward to reformulate the system as a standard {A, B, C, D} LTI model that omits the driven states and treats the ground and outdoor air temperatures as input channels. The simulation output includes all temperatures, or C = 1 1×n . Fig. 2 compares the step responses under RC network and EnergyPlus simulations. The simulation conditions are:
• No sun, wind, or humidity • "Simple" convection algorithm (EnergyPlus) • A step change in air and ground temperatures from 10
• C to 20
• C
The dashed (EnergyPlus) and solid (RC network) lines show good agreement. The slight difference stems from the fact that EnergyPlus uses between six and eighteen nodes per layer versus our approximation of two per layer [7] .
III. MODEL ORDER REDUCTION

A. Overview
The model reduction method described here is an extension of [4] . It starts with a fully aggregated model and recursively divides it along lines of weakest thermal coupling. The division points are chosen at each step to minimize deviation from the full-order model. Core concepts of the method come from graph theory: 1) Nodes (vertices) are individual capacitors in the fullorder RC network. During simulation, the node temperatures comprise the state vector x (see Eq. 9). 2) Supernodes are aggregations of nodes. A supernode may contain one or more nodes and can be subdivided if it contains at least two. 3) A partition function φ γ (k) maps a node k to the supernode number to which it belongs. The inverse φ −1 γ (j) maps a supernode number j to the set of capacitors belonging to it. Each division step γ produces a more complex partition function.
A supernode behaves dynamically like the sum of its member nodes,C
and is interconnected to other supernodes via computed equivalent resistances [R] jk . Simulations of the full-order RC model operate on the full set of nodes, but simulations of reduced-order models operate on the smaller set of supernodes and thus require fewer computations. When a supernodē C j is at certain temperature, its members are at the same temperature:
A supernode with two or more members can be divided, with a good division producing new supernodes with strong internal coupling but weak coupling to each other. Each level of the dendrogram represents a snapshot of the system at a given aggregation step, the process starting with a single supernode at the top and finishing with the full-order system at the bottom. Only one division occurs per iteration, so bottom-up traversal yields an aggregation sequence that can be applied to the model incrementally to reduce its order.
To divide a supernode, the algorithm filters the original R matrix and C vector to include only the subsystem enclosed by the supernode. The bipartitioning algorithm described in [4] places the supernode members into two groups using the signs of the components of the second eigenvector ofP (Fig.  3a) . Other algorithms may be used to partition the supernode; if the eigenvector contains m components, then there are m − 1 possible division points. In general, the bipartition strategy should select the best division point and return the new system configuration along with a measurement of the associated deviation from the full-order model. 
B. Model Approximation Quality Metric
When a partition is proposed, there must be a way to gauge its impact on model accuracy. A comparison of the proposed system to the original full-order system is made using the Kullback-Leibler (K-L) divergence. That the reduced-order system exists in a smaller state space complicates computation of the metric, but recasting the reduced-order model back onto the full-order state space allows the K-L divergence to be computed using the standard formula. The derivation from [4] is restated here for convenience.
Each element of the steady-state thermal distribution π is the ratio of the corresponding capacitance to the system total:
The full-order discrete-time transition matrix P , weighted to account for model reduction, is
The K-L divergence between the full-order and reduced-order systems is then computed in the full-order state space using
The lower the K-L divergence, the more closely the reducedorder model tracks the full-order model.
C. Supernode Division Methods
Since P is stochastic, it andP have eigenvalues 1 = λ 1 > λ 2 ≥ . . . ≥ λ N and eigenvector matrices of the form
where N is the number of nodes in the network. For partitioning into k clusters, the first k eigenvectors are used, so only the first two are needed for bipartitioning. Some bipartitions may require further divisions. To prevent unreachable nodes that would cause the process to fail, the bipartition routine checks for disconnected circuits within the proposed new supernodes and further subdivides them as needed to ensure full connectivity within each. Fig. 3b depicts the condition and the corresponding remedy. Once the supernode's best division configuration has been chosen, the supernode division routine returns the K-L divergence associated with that configuration. Three methods for choosing bipartitions are now considered.
1) Zero Crossing of the Second Eigenvector:
This method splits the supernode at the sign change of the sorted second eigenvector u 2 = − − · · · + T ofP . The benefit of this method is that the desired split point follows immediately from the eigenvector; no further computation is required. The sample division in Fig. 3 occurs at the zero cross point. This is the method suggested in [4] .
2) Lowest K-L Bipartition:
A computationally more expensive way to arrive at a near-optimal bipartition is to compute the K-L divergence for every possible split point along the second eigenvector and to choose the split point with the lowest K-L rate. Each candidate configuration is checked for disjoint sets and subdivided as necessary to ensure that each new supernode is fully connected (Fig.  3b) . In most cases no extra subdivisions are needed. All divisions of higher than the minimum possible degree are discarded, and the one with the lowest K-L rate among those remaining is selected. Reducing the division degree is the first priority, and minimizing the K-L rate is the second priority. A modification to this strategy is to choose the configuration with the lowest K-L rate regardless of division order; this greedy method is not considered further for reasons discussed in the appendix.
3) k-means Bipartition (Lloyd's Algorithm): Lloyd's algorithm, commonly referred to as k-means clustering, is a heuristic method for clustering nodes by proximity or connection weight on a graph. It works by selecting one initial member for each cluster and successively annexing the adjacent nodes with the strongest coupling, adjusting the centroids each time. This process repeats until all nodes have been absorbed into clusters. The implementation presented in [8] uses the MATLAB function kmeans() [9] to cluster according to a cost/affinity matrix (in our caseP ). The goal is to minimize the total cost (thermal coupling) cut by cluster boundaries and to keep strong connections intact within clusters. The k-means clustering algorithm requires a doubly stochastic matrix, soP is iteratively normalized to the nearest doubly stochastic matrixP ′ [8] , [10] . Then, for the k-cluster case, a matrix of the first k eigenvectors ofP ′ is passed to kmeans(). Bipartitioning is selected by choosing k := 2, in which case each row of the eigenvector matrix is an ordered pair (u, v) that represents the coordinates of a node. These coordinates are used to compute distances, and kmeans() then clusters using proximity.
An important drawback of k-means clustering is its nondeterministic operation: Randomly selecting the starting points tends to produce different results each time the algorithm is run [11] . In some cases k-means may fail when one cluster absorbs too many nodes and the other cluster is starved. Running the algorithm repeatedly and selecting the best-performing iteration reduces this effect and improves the quality of the result at the expense of additional computation time.
D. Choosing the Best Division
Once a division has been chosen for each supernode, it is necessary to select the supernode with the best division and discard the proposed changes for all others. The best division corresponds to the lowest K-L divergence rate. The new system configuration implements the best division and leaves all other supernodes unchanged. This yields one division per level in the dendrogram so that there is a distinct sequence of division/aggregation steps as the dendrogram is traversed.
E. Mapping RC Results to the Building Information Model
Each wall has only one or two surfaces but may be modeled with an arbitrary number of capacitors depending on the desired model accuracy. Consequently, the RC network has many more elements than the object-oriented BIM. Once the model is divided and an aggregation tree generated, it is desirable to map the results back to the geometric model for visualization. Air volume capacitances map directly to rooms in the BIM. Wall capacitors map selectively as shown in Fig. 1c . Because embedded wall layer capacitances and the ground and outdoor air capacitances have no geometric representations in the BIM, they do not pass through the map. The application of this filter to the aggregation tree is depicted in Fig. 5 . Capacitors not mappable to building objects are dropped from the tree, and therefore the filtered tree is smaller and contains only building objects.
An interactive viewer integrated into Sustain displays the model color-coded by supernode membership at a userselectable aggregation level as shown in Fig. 4 . The program allows sections of the building to be hidden to reveal interior walls and room air capacitances. Interior air volumes, obscured by exterior walls in the figure, are shown as colored spheres in the room centers. At fine levels of aggregation, thermal coupling among individual features is evident, and at coarser levels thermal relationships among progressively larger portions of the building are revealed. 
IV. RESULTS
This section presents the aggregation results for a fifteenroom building using each of the three supernode division methods previously given. Deviation from the full-order model is measured two ways:
1) The K-L divergence rate (see Section III-B) 2) Weighted RMS simulation error When a supernode is at a particular temperature, its members are also at that temperature. This makes computation of the RMS error straightforward in the full-order state space. For each node in the RC network, the RMS error is
where j is the time step number (of M total time points), k is the node index along the full-order system state space containing N capacitors, andỹ(φ γ (k), j) is the temperature of supernode k at time j. (φ γ (k) = i means that, at aggregation step γ, the capacitor C k belongs to supernodē C i .) y(k, j) is the temperature of capacitance C k in the fullorder state space. A weighted sum of E(γ, k) over the fullorder states allows error to count more heavily for large building components than for small ones: Fig. 6a shows that for an RC network, the model size and not contents determine the simulation time. While this means the choice of bipartition method does not directly influence simulation time, an algorithm yielding more accurate results allows smaller models to be used which in turn simulate more quickly.
A. Zero Crossing Bipartition
Of the methods tested, the zero crossing bipartitioning algorithm consistently produces the lowest K-L divergence. Zero crossing bipartitioning does not prioritize minimumdegree divisions, but instead chooses the division point first and then makes higher-order divisions as required. Because zero crossing bipartitioning separates the interior walls from the outdoor capacitances in the first step, the building becomes isolated from the outdoors so that further divisions occur along intuitive boundaries. Notice in Fig. 4a how the closets in the foreground are combined with each other but not to the adjacent room. As expected, the next coarser step merges those closets with the room. For a particular level of error, zero crossing bipartitioning allows smaller models to be used compared to those obtained by k-means clustering.
B. k-means Bipartition
The k-means bipartition strategy yields results comparable to those of the other methods, but the results vary in subtle ways each time because of sensitivity to initial conditions. Fig. 4b shows an instance where the three foreground closets are fully separated, yet two rooms and three closets in the background are still combined. At slightly finer aggregation the background rooms separate from the closets as expected, but the sequence of division is less intuitive. The simulation error and K-L divergence rate are correspondingly higher, suggesting that this method is less than optimal. Running the algorithm many times and choosing the lowest-cost configuration leads to better repeatability at the expense of increased computation time. However, high overall simulation error and K-L divergence means that larger models are required in order to achieve the same error obtainable with the other methods. The ability of k-means to partition into arbitrary numbers of clusters simultaneously may be beneficial when the desired number of clusters is greater than two and known in advance, but there appears to be little advantage to this method for bipartitioning.
C. Lowest K-L Bipartition
This method selects the lowest K-L divergence rate configuration with preference for divisions of low degree. Because K-L divergence must be computed for every possible division each time, this method scales poorly to large models. In the example building the K-L divergence rate (Fig. 6c) closely tracks that of the zero crossing method, and the weighted error is actually smaller for this method at some aggregation levels. Fig. 4c shows the four corner rooms' exterior walls combined into a single colored group. This surprising result is readily explained by the symmetry of the model and the invisible connections to the single outdoor node. Apart from the difference in computation time, this method is largely equivalent to the zero crossing method.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has examined three bipartition methods in a hierarchical model division algorithm. The framework automatically generates nodal networks from object-oriented building models, performs recursive division using a selectable bipartition routine, and maps the results back to the original object-oriented model. The method provides intuitive visual insight into complex thermal structure and can be used to accelerate thermal simulations. Of the bipartitioning methods examined, dividing at the zero crossing point of the second eigenvector yielded the lowest Kullback-Leibler divergence but in some cases marginally higher simulation error than division by lowest K-L rate, and both methods demonstrated better accuracy and repeatability than k-means division. Automatic selection of the optimal aggregation level and constraining aggregation by spatial boundaries are left for future work.
VI. APPENDIX
The k-means algorithm can be used to form any number of clusters when the desired number of partitions k is known in advance. Because the intermediate configurations are not computed, it is difficult for the user to judge the quality of a given aggregation in terms of simulation speed and accuracy relative to the next lower or higher aggregation level. This is compounded by non-monotonicity of the error versus k, shown in Fig. 7 ; a system of k + 1 size is not guaranteed to be more accurate than a system of k size. Second, the lack of a distinct aggregation sequence hinders much of the insight afforded by hierarchical aggregation. These drawbacks disqualify the method from further consideration.
The lowest K-L rate partition can be used without preference for lowest degree divisions. In other words, the algorithm can choose the division point along the second eigenvector without regard for the number of extra divisions required to preserve connectivity. In such case the algorithm greedily seeks out high-degree divisions early, causing the building to rapidly transition from fully aggregated to highly segmented in just a few steps. The abrupt transition limits the thermal insight available through visualization. Accordingly, this method is not considered further. . Non-monotonicity of error as k is varied using k-means.
